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FIK1D PROGRESS REPORT NO. 1. 

EXPLORATION O? TBUAGMI ARIA. 

MAY 31, 1955

The activities to date may be summarized aa follows s-

- Plans and Arrangements.
- Aerial investigation
- Ground " *r "

(l
u
13
U) - Staking.

PLANS and ARRANGB.1KNT8 -
4iileswaaas PARDO-10-01 PARDO 010

Arrangements were made with Lakeland Airways for pre 
liminary aerial investigation, following the first work the air 
craft became unserviceable and it was necessary to make alter 
native arrangements for an aircraft with Temiskaming Airways. They 
have agreed to supply a suitable aircraft and to prepare it for 
aerial survey work.

Preliminary flights indicated the need of a recorder and 
preamplifier. These are on order and are expected about June 7th,

AKRIAL INVESTIGATION -

An aerial reconnaissance using a Precision Model 115 
Scintillometer at an altitude of 350 feet was raade of the area from 
Tenagarai to Lake Tamisknming. This area is bounded on the north by 
uoward and silver Centre, and on the south by Jumping Caribou Lake 
and iJUffalo Hook on Lake Temiskaming. The width of the area flown 
was approximately 16 miles. Traverses were parallel to prominent 
waterways but well off to one side. They were therefore not parallel 
the distance between traverses varying from -^ mile to 3 miles.

Thia reoT.-maissance was made without a recorder. I'rogrebs 
along the traverse^ lis so rapid that only the radiometric highs can 
be recorded on a map and there is practically no opportunity for the 
operator to observe other data which might be useful for interpreta 
tion. Also recording of higha does not furnish complete picture of 
conditions along the traverse making interpretation difficult.

Radiometrio higha ranging from .01 to .013 were observed, 
tfone of thftse may be the result of normal sporadic radiation, 
bone oo-inoide with granite areas. Othefcs are over areas mapped aa 
Cobalt Series. The reaaon for others might be learned by ground 
investigation but as there are a considerable number of them, it will 
not be attempted a* this time.

When recording equipment is available, a more detailed 
survey will be made and the recorded data correlated with the 
geology.

Radio-active occurrences are known to exist in the 
cobalt aeries sediments which night explain some of the anomalies
observed.
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continued IE) - 

GROUND INVESTIGATION -

This work consisted of trips by Jeep and water to 
oouth ^orrain Twp,, vogt Twp., and .Pardo, South Lorrain-Observa- 
tions v/ere made by road, a few miles on either side of a*lver 
centre, wo significant nnomnlies v/ere observed. Jfourbass lake 
and about four miles of the *atabitohuan Kiver were traversed by 
water as far south as the narrows. The northwest shores of both 
are greywaokes and the southeast shores Cobalt conglomerate, uipa 
are flntly northwest. Granitic rooks were seen in a long south- 
east trending bay of the watabitchuen River northwest of cooper lake.

strong radioactivity was detected in rook trenches on 
an island on the a&atabitohuan Hivcr* The trenches were put down 
many years ago when the area was prospected for silver. They are in 
sifite-ilKe gre.'vacke and the radioactivity appears to be associated 
with faulting and fracturing in the greywacke, .fault gouge appears 
in three narrow "breaKS 1 * whioh occupy a total witth of about EO feet. 
The Intervening ground is strongly fractured. Hematite occurs in 
the fractures. It la not known whether the radioactivity emanates 
from the gouge or the fractured material but it was "sensed" for a 
width of possibly twenty or thirty feet on a short traverse twenty 
feet west of the rook trenches which are at the water's edge. Radio 
activity in one trench measures .EOUR/HR.

Fourbass lake and this part of the Matabitchuan River 
contain a large number of submerged logs and are not safe for air 
craft landings.

PARDO TWP. -

The shores of Tee lake were examined. Outcrops seen 
were mainly conglomerate mapped by K. L. Bruce as Cobalt Series. 
Quartzite of wississagi Ago is exposed near the outlet of Tee lake. 
An outcrop on the east side of Tee Lake is also shown as uississagi 
but this was not seen from the water.

Outcrops along the shores of Silver Lake were examined. 
These consist mainly of Mississagi Quartzite with occasional thin 
beds of quartz conglomerate. An island on this lake is made up of 
rusty sheared conglomerate but no radioactivity was detected. Thin 
beds of quartz pebbles are exposed in passive quartzite near the 
outlet of Silver lake. One south dipping quartzite face at this 
location is oxidized as if having contained pyrite at one time and 
shows radioactivity of .04 MR/HR. All dips observed on Silvor Lake 
were gently south.
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B.

Continued {3) -

Brief reconnaissance trips across parts of the Sirola 
group revealed two new radioactive anomalies. One of these on 
Claim 3-81352 shows .03 uR/HR a cross 5 feet end twice background 
across 25 feet. Another was on Olaim 81605 west of Tee lake and 
showed twice background over quartz stringers in sediments.

A radiometric traverse was run across the ^ardo-MoNish- 
Jones wissinsttgi bolt. The instrument was mounted in a Jeep and 
the Afton road was used as o traverse. Wo large anomalies were 
observed but the background is high across the entire belt. It 
must } )f) borne in mind that the rood frequently avoids areas of | 
exposed rock and largo anomalies would not be found where the road 
traverses heavily overburdened areas.

VOGT TOWNSllII- -

Reports of 26 feet of radioactive core from a drill hole 
on the I'otts-Nimiuz property aroused considerable interest in 
Township. Mr. Nimitz, drilling to intersect o known radioactive 
showing on its north drip, evidently encountered it at approximately 
two hundred feet. A second hole drilled on strike a hundred feet l 
away (Southwest) had intersected 18 feet of radioactive core and the 
hole wus being continued. The material of the core seen by the writer 
was a siliceous conglonerate or breccia. Yfoere the occurrence 
outcrop* on the Held property, it might be described as a siliceous 
conglomerate with angular fragments of iron formation. Radioactivity 
is high over the outcrop and a grab sample from it is reported to 
have assayed 28**0-. The dip is northwest at about 30O . The showing 
is in the general line of etrika NE-SW of the other showings in the 
area and its strike is probably influenced by the strike of the 
greenstone-sedimentary contact. Chemical assays of the core were not 
available at the time.

Eighteen olaiiis were staked northeast of the .Keld Claims 
taking in Austin Bay ns well as some ground north and south of it. 
It is known that these claims straddle the contact between the sedi 
ments and the basement rocks. The contnot lies a abort distance south 
of f''f south shore of Austin Bay.

Two quarter mile radiometric traverses were run across this 
contact without encountering high radioactivity. The background 
radiation is fairly high ov-vr the sediments (believed to be Cobalt 
Series) but falls off to normal over the basement rooks.

Cobalt, Ontario. John Sirola.
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GENERAL STATEMENT: -

An aerial reconnaissance with an airborne scintillometer 

was carried out during the months of May, June and July, of 1955, of 

the Pardo, Temogatni , and Katabitchuan areas of Northern Ontario*

Sedimentary rocks of the Blind River type are known to 

extend as far east as Pardo Township,and uranium values have been 

obtained from showings in Vogt Township. The townships southwest 

and northeast of Vogt paralleling the general trend of the Grenville 

front offered promising prospecting possibilities. Reliable sources 

reported the finding of radioactive quartz-conglomerate in the 

vicinity of McDonald (Cooper) Lake, South Lorrain Twp.

The airborne method was chosen as the most rapid and 

economical means of reconnaissance.

LOCATION;

The area surveyed was a northeasterly trending rectangla 

approximately 5^ mixes long by 12 miles wide. Its northern boundary 

extended from a point nortnwest of Osway Lake, KcNish Township to 

Silver Centre in South Lorrain Township. The southern boundary 

extended from Buffalo Rock on Lake Temiskaming through Glen Afton 

to a point two miles south of Chudleigh Station on the North Bay 

to Capreol section of the Canadian National Railway. In addition 

to this work a number of aerial traverses *rere run south of the main
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area for distances of 12 to 18 miles. One was along the west shore 

of Lake Teaiskaming from Buffalo Rock to Ottertail Creek, Another 

was from Hod Canoe Lake to Marten Lake. Traverses were flown on both 

east and west sides of Hed Cedar Lakes and traverses from lied Cedar 

Lake extended southeast to Oderkirk Lake. A considerable amount of 

flying was done around the shores of Wicksteed Lake and Marten Lake. 

Fanny, McDiarmid and Kail Lakes were flown and traverses were flown 

around Brute Lakes, Shallow Lake and Greenwood Lake.

GEOLOGY;

The general geology of the main survey area is similar to 

that of the Blind River area. It is underlain by volcanics and 

sediments classified as Keewatin and a group of later rocks consisting 

of granite, gneiss and pegmatite. A few miles to the south are the 

Grenville rocks, granite, gneiss and recrystallized sediments. 

Hemnants of Temiskaming sediments are shown on Map 155A in Janes and 

South Lorrain Townships. Hocks mapped as Mississagi sediments appear 

in Pardo Township. Those seen by the writer were mainly quartzites 

and conglomerates, tba latter frequently containing quartz pebbles. 

It is quite common to find narrow beds of quartz pebbles in the 

quartzite which ohow substantial radioactivity.

Bands of steeply dipping quartz-conglomerate carrying 

uranium values have been located in Vogt Township,.but as far as is
• -' f .j* . ' ' k i . .. -. * V ': ~ . -' ," ' -. ,v- v : . - ' ' " -" ' "' " v - "

known their age has not been definitely established. Approximately
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one-half mile west of Austin Bay on the Feld property, uranium 

and gold values have beenv,obtained^ from'X siliceous breccia con 

taining large fragments of iron formafcjon. This horizon like the 

steeply dipping conglomerates previously mentioned is overlain by 

conglomerates of the Cobalt series.

Rock exposures in the survey area are plentiful but the 

older rocks are largely obscured by Cobalt series sediments and 

parts of the Nipissing diabase sill.

PURPOSE OF THE SUHVEY;

The purpose of the survey was to locate radioactive 

minerals of commercial interest.

EQUIPMENT USED;

A two-place, light aircraft was equipped with a model 

115 scintillometer made by Precision Uadiation Instruments Inc., 

Los Angeles, and an Bsterline-Angus continuous recorder. Provision 

was made for offsetting the radioactivity from the instrument 

panel of the aircraft. Flights were made at different altitudes 

over known radioactive deposits, over water and over various rock 

formations before the survey was started.



THAVERSING PLAN;

The aircraft was flown at an altitude of three to four 

hundred feet with an airspeed of 80 to 90 miles per hour. First 

plans called for traversing the area along regularly spaced lines 

but navigation problems and hazards of low flying necessitated a 

different procedure. A form of "rim flying" was adopted in which 

lakes wore circled. The spacing between circles was appratimately 

1000 feet and the altitude was increased to correspond with a 

reasonable safety factor. The ends of lakes and other identification 

points were marked on the roll chart. In cases where a number of 

small lakes formed a group, the group was circled. Lakes and 

groups of lakes wero identified on the map and chart by numbers 

and letters.

RESULTS OF THE AERIAL WORK;

A number of anomalies were found and, in some cases what 

appear to bo a serins of anomalies representing some length. All 

anomalies considered in any way to be of interest have been shown 

on the preliminary map included with this report. Maximum intensity, 

number of times, local background and geological information were 

considered in plotting the lesser anomalies. The latter statement 

might be clarified by adding that a small anomaly under certain 

known conditions could be of value in* interpretation. There is no 

problem in plotting large anomalies but it is difficult to dis 

tinguish between the smaller ones and the normal random variations.
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Some of the anomalies located are listed below together 

with other data:

Location of 
Anomaly

Intensity
and 

X background

Geology Remarks

Lost Lake 
li miles W. 
of Brownbear Lake 
KcWllliaras Twp.

Lake 22 W. of 
N. end. i mile 
W. of Cross Lake 
Mccallum Twp.

Lake 17, 
1 mile south of 
Austin Bay

l t * C.' 7 ''

Air .0/6 
3 X BO

Ground . o 3 
7 X 130

Air -0/5* 
Z '/x. X BO
Ground * * a 

6- X BO

Air -o/a
-J /at X 130

Pink 
pegmatitic 

T-C.**S rocks

Sediments of 
Cross Lake 

TTf.os' Group
Volcanics? 
Pink and grey 
Kranitq

Unmapped 
territory. 
Graniti c rocks? 
Seen from the 

, air

No definite zone | 
found during quick | 
examination. Walked! 
around lake using i 
scintillometer . 1

' - mR
Highest radiation i 
over granite (.03 -i 
.05). Prospecting l 
may turn up radia- 1 
tion from other i 
sources i

iClose to interesting! 
finds, geology it. ^ 
structure. Should if 
be checked. lw.

Air -o/ f*
y op 
A lt\J

Various anoma 
lies forming a 
possible zona 
from Wasaksina 
Lake to upper f 
Twin Lake v. ' '

Lakes 9 A- 10 N. Air
of Theriault Lake, Z X bO
Janos Twp. __ ,

Greenstone, 
granite, 
syenite, 
diabase, 
Cobalt seds*

sediments?
Small anomalies 
but should be 
ground-checked.

Wicksteed and 

flhomalies A BC D K
B

Air 
X -̂J/ 

Ground .03 
to .05 KK/HH

Grenville
rocks

Frequent strong 
anomalies for 10 
miles. Determine 
cause with certant

Area east of 
Pichabo Lake

,010 to .013 Slate-like 
greywacke



Some of the anomalies located are listed below together 

with other data:

Location of 
Anomaly

Intensity
and 

X Bpckgrojjnd

Geology Hemarks

Lost Lake
li miles W.
of Brownbear Lake
Mcwilliams Twp.

Air . 0/4
3 X BG 

Ground - o 3 
7 X BG

**s'
Pink
pegmatitic
rocks

No definite zone 
found during quick- 
examination* Walked l 
around lake using 
scintillometer

Lake 22 W. of 
N. end. i mile 
W. of Cross .Lake 
KcCnllum Twp.

Lake 17, 
1 mile south of 
Austin Bay

i 0 t* "i "J"/9

Various anoma 
lies forming a 
possible zone 
from Wasakslna 
Lake to upper 
Twin Lake c f ) --

Lakes 9 4. 10 N. 
of Theriault Lake 
Janes Twp,
,-. f ... -- 1- - ' 
Wicksteed and
Marten J,akes 
anomalies A&CDK

Air - off
Z Vi X BG 
Ground t ****'** 

6 -X BG

Air - o/a 
J/* X BG

Air * o/ f"** * 0'** 
*-B6-

r

Air - 0 ' 
, 2 X DC

Ai r . O/ TT* . 0/^

^r-.j/iX B3 
Ground .03 
to .05 KK/HH

Sediments of 
Cross Lake 

f Group 
Volcanics? 
Pink and grey 
granite

Unmapped 
territory. 
Graniti c rocks? 
Seen from the 
air

Greenstone, 
granite, 
syenite, 
diabase, 
Cobalt sed*

Kississagi 
sediments?

Grenville 
rocks

Hifh***t radiation 
over granite ( .03 - 
.05) . Prospecting 
may turn up radia 
tion from other 
sources

Close to interesting 
finds, geology it, 
structure. Should 
be checked.

Small anomalies 
but should be 
ground- chewed .

Frequent strong 
anomalies for 10 
miles. Determine 
cause with certainty

Area east of 
Pichabo Lake

.010 to .013 Slate-like 
greywacke
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Other anomalies with their intensities in MH/HR as well as contrast 

with local background are shown on the accompanying map, but it is 

planned to examine those listed first and possibly others later after, 

further study. '

GUOyND INVESTIGATIONl

Rapid ground checks were made of anomalies at Lost Lake, 

Lake 22, and two locations on the south shore of Wicksteed Lake. In 

each case pegmatHe, granite or gneiss were found. In each case 

radioactivity of .03 to .05 was found over a wide area. Hand speci 

mens froa all three showed no measurable radioactivity. There is no 

assurance that the specimens obtained were true representatives of 

the radioactive areas and thorough investigation of each location is 

necessary.

INTERPHKTATION:

Algng.the south shore of Wicksteed Lake, air anomalies 

from .010 to .017 or 2 to 3j times background may bo found at fre 

quent intervals for a distance of about 10 miles, i.e. from Kenny 

Siding to Southwest .Bay on Karten Lake. .The quick examination made 

of accessible outcrops did not indicate the cause of the radio 

activity.
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The length of this zone, the intensity df the radiation 

and the fact that it is on the general line of strike with magnetite 

deposits in Flett Township rated careful consideration. Mass effect 

and the possible presence of the radioactive potassium isotope K^  

have been considered. Leaching is another possibility and there is 

evidence of it. Hand specimens taken from dense-looking outcrops 

of gneiss have angular* cavities filled with light to ^dark-brown 

powder. Samples should be obtained from greater depth in order to 

determine what minerals were leached out and whether they exhibit 

radioactivity. ; .

Careful investigation at frequent intervals along the tone 

is required and thr cause of thfe strong radioactivity should be 

definitely established.

Anomalies at Lost **ake and Lake 22, although of a 

different type, should also be given a careful examination.

CONCLUSIONS:

(1) Airborne methods may be applied with success and 

economy to the search for radioactive minerals.

{2) Important deposits such as beaucage can be readily 

detected from an altitude of 300 to 400 feet with 

the type of equipment used for this survey.
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(3)

(U 

(5)

(6)

(7)

, . . , , .

A large proportion of , t he northern part of the survey ^1-
' . '. ' ' ' - ' ' **. v.;' ': '' ' '' * ' f'.'..

area is capped with Cobalt aeries conglomerate or /" . '- ,
-."- - - -. , ;- - v .-- •""'.•- ' i. -,. ,. ";. .••; . 

Nipissing diabase. Therefore detailed work is necessary;.

from air or ground. Prorating lea of any kind should-

be prospected. .

A number of anomalies and radioactive tones were found.

Time spent in locating the basal rocks in areas with ,

widespread radioactivity such as Pardo would be well

invested*

In future surveys of this kind an airborne magnetometer

should be used in conjunction with the radiometric

equipment.

Inland areas and detail uork should bo done with a

helicopter.

The Grenville areas of Ontario and Quebec offor

interesting opportunities for this type of work.

REG OWEN DATIONS:

(1) Prospect tho Wicksteed Lake radioactive area at frequent 

intervals along its length. Kun frequent radiometric 

and magnetic traverses across it and take readings at 

1-foot intervals on radioactive outcrops.
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(2)

(3)

(O 

(5)

(6)

Examine the magnetite showlnge in Flett Township 
and tost for radioactivity. They appear to be in 
the line of strike of the Wicksteed Lake radio 
active zone.

Examine and prospect as required each of the 
following anomalous zones:-

(a 
(b

Lost Lake 
Lake 22

(c) Lake 17
(d) Lakes 9 * 10
(e) The series of anomalies extending from the east 

side of Wasaksina Lake past Wilson and Herridge 
Lakes to a point i mile south of Upper Twin Lake.

Prospect the 18-claim group at Austin bay.

Scout and map the. Tee Lake, Silver Lake section
. " ' * t ' 

bf Pardo Township with a view to locating the

base of the Mississagi sediments.

Prospect the area of older sediments northeast 

of McDonald Lake.

••'Y.
.'.t'" r:

COBALT, Ont., 
Aug. 8, 1955. ASSESSMENTJWORIC
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